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Chevron Announcement on Humankind
Chevron Humankind is going through an update – Read below to learn more and what this means for
Chevron Retirees
 
On May 11th Chevron Humankind will be going through an update that will impact users logging
into Chevron Humankind off the Chevron Network, including Chevron Retirees. This change is a result of
the continued effort to keep third-party data safe and secure while maintaining best practices in
cybersecurity. This will also allow the Chevron Humankind team to improve recent login difficulties and
deliver an improved user experience including match status communications to your preferred personal
email address.
 
What this means?

Users will no longer be able to use their personal email  to login and will be required
to use their unique 8-digit Chevron Humankind User ID (CHK ID). If you are a retiree and
have traditionally used your personal email to login, you will need to use your CHK ID that
was shared with you upon retirement. If you have misplaced or do not know this unique
identifier, please email chevron-support@yourcause.com and complete the verification
steps by phone or email to confirm your identity and receive your CHK ID.
Users that have previously logged on with a personal email address should not
have to re-register or create a new password. Your current password is linked to your
CHK ID from your previous registration. 
If you log on via https://chevron.yourcause.com/auth/basic for the very first time
after May 11th, a temporary password will be required . Additional instructions will be
provided at the time of login.

 
Quick Tips for Login After May 11 th:

Update your settings and favorite Links accordingly. 
There is a new login link for retirees: https://chevron.yourcause.com/auth/basic.
The vanity http://www.chevronhumankind.com/ link will be automatically
redirected.  

Make sure you have your CHK ID. If you have misplaced or do not know your CHK ID,
please reach out to chevron-support@yourcause.com to complete the verification steps
and receive your CHK ID.     
Don’t forget the Hyphen when entering your CHK ID. Example XXXX-XXXX
Write down your current Password
Once you have provided your preferred email address, don’t forget to Verify so the CHK
team can provide you updates on your match status 

 
Questions? Reach out to chevron-support@yourcause.com
 

_______________________________________________________________________

The Chevron Retirees Association (CRA) and Chevron Corporation (CVX) do not express an opinion as
to its accuracy.  The CRA & CVX reserve the right to amend, change, or terminate any of their benefit &
insurance plans at any time.  The information provided is not individual advice.  Before making any
transactions or taking any other actions, you should consult with your own qualified advisor.
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